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We are swiftly approaching the start of the summer exams and in this 

Teaching & Learning bulletin we’re going to focus on our top revision 

tips to make sure your students are totally prepared & can really show 

off their knowledge when May 13th arrives. Whilst doing this, staff 

across all 3 TKAT Essex schools have been collecting stickers to      

complete their Make It Stick sticker albums. At present, nobody has yet 

completed their album, so the grand prize is still up for grabs! 

Interrupting the forgetting 

If you cast your mind back to our Joint Professional 

Learning day in November we looked at the Ebbinghaus 

Forgetting Curve. This is crucial at this time of year when 

we come to revising with our classes. Since being taught 

the content for the first time, students will have under-

standably forgotten some (or possibly most of what they 

had learnt), spaced practice enables them to lift their  

retention each time, factor this in when planning how 

many times you re-visit key content in the build up to 

your exam.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Got, got, need 

Congratulations to Maria Luggeri from      

Debden who has successfully completed half 

of her Make It Stick sticker album. Keep 

sharing the fantastic teaching strategies you 

are using in your lessons and attending CPD 

to earn more stickers!   

Prizes will be awarded to the first person to 

complete the album in each school!  

April 2019 

Let the dice decide 

These paper dice were spotted being 

used by the English department at  

Hylands. Students make the dice in 

order to randomly select a characters 

& a question. They must include a 

quote in their answer. Easily         

adaptable for a wide range of        

subjects & was seen working highly 

effectively with Year 11.  
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Quiz, quiz, teach 

This tweet from King Harold 

Academy received 206 likes 

and 42 retweets! All staff were 

given quiz, quiz, teach cards 

on a range of subjects to they 

could quiz any Year 11 student 

them came across. In the  

canteen, on duty, lining up for 

assembly. Revision              

opportunities are everywhere! 

 

High impact, high efficiency 

When thinking about revision, we need to consider which strategies are going to have the 

greatest impact with the maximum efficiency. Students (and teachers) often fall into the trap 

of doing revision activities that ‘feel’ like they’re having an impact, yet this may be an illusion. 

Methods such as highlighting key words or re-writing out class notes would fall into this     

category. Far more effective methods are low stakes testing, retrieval practice or deliberate 

practice (in the form of walking talking mocks or past papers) 

The graph below demonstrates which revision strategies we recommend: 

Low stakes testing 

Online 

apps e.g. 

Memrise, 

Seneca 

Learning, 

PiXL Maths 
Retrieval Practice Cards 

Last week, last month, last 

year starters 

Deliberate    

Practice 

via    

walking 

talking 

mocks or 

past      

paper 

questions 

Loci Memory Palace 
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FREE STICKERS!! 

Thank you for taking 

the time to read the 

Teaching & Learning 

bulletin. To claim a 

free strip of stickers 

simply quote our quote 

of the week below      

to your Teaching & 

Learning lead.  

 

Snakes & Ladders 

Getting students to play simple games or even 

creating their 

own board games 

is a great way to 

build low stakes 

testing into your 

revision. Here are 

some other      

examples from 

the Geography 

department at 

Debden including 

Monopoly,       

Pedagogy Pong 

or Jenga.  

Revision Connect Four 

A real favourite amongst staff and students 

this year has been Revision Connect Four, 

the board game can be adapted and used for 

low stakes testing with an entire class (boys 

vs girls works well) on an interactive white-

board or where 2 students play against each 

other is a 

great way 

to get 

some Peer     

Tuition 

into your 

revision 

lessons 

too.  

Tell me 5 

Here is another example of how to use Retrieval 

Practice in your revision. Start your lesson by  

getting your students to name 5… quotes,        

reasons, labels, pros, cons etc & this tells them 

how much revision they still need to do. 


